I ♥ 80s TAROT CHEAT SHEET
Meanings courtesy ofTheSimpleTarot.com
WANDS
fire - creativity

New baby or
relationship,
proposal,
marriage, birth
Romantic love,
partnership,
proposal, marriage

New job, raise,
promotion,
investment,
income source
Multi-tasking, two
choices or jobs,
weighing multiple
options

New ideas or job,
new conflict,
surgery, mental
clarity
Balancing two
forces, time to
compromise,
make a decision

New romance or
job, new project,
inspiration, the
urge to create
Waiting for results,
make a choice,
travel planning

Friendship,
celebrations, a
circle of support

Skill, quality,
craftsmanship,
teamwork, home
repairs

Heartbreak,
divorce, loss,
depression,
surgery

Teamwork,
commerce,
expansion, travel

Apathy, feeling
unfulfilled
unexpected gifts

Desire for
long-term security,
fear of change

Retreat, rest,
renewal, solitude,
recovery

1 - THEMAGICIAN

Focused creativity,
turn visions into
reality

2 - THEHIGH
PRIESTESS

3 - THEEMPRESS

Secrets, mystery,
intuition, trust
yourself
4 - THEEMPEROR

Respect, a father
figure, strategic
planning

Pregnancy, good
parenting,
abundance
5 - THE
HIEROPHANT

A religious
ceremony,
“fitting in,”
traditions
7 - THECHARIOT

Action and change,
a journey, a new
vehicle,
vrroom-vrroom

8 - STRENGTH

9 - THEHERMIT

Take control,
self-love and
confidence,
good health

Go within for
clarity, a quest for
personal truth

10 - WHEELOF
FORTUNE

11 - JUSTICE

Loss, regret, grief,
feeling abandoned
or unloved

Poverty, ill health,
worry, isolation,
financial loss

Bullies, theft,
violence, abusive
relationships

Homecoming,
celebrations,
family, friends,
wedding
Rivalry, challenges,
obstacles, sport
and play

Nostalgia, gifts,
innocence,
reunions,
friendship
Too many
choices,
commitment
issues, abuse
Abandonment,
withdrawal,
retreat, travel,
moving on

Giving or
receiving help,
loans or debt,
generosity
Patience, hard
work, delayed
success, waiting
for ROI
Mastering your
craft, creating a
“body of work”

A necessary
transition,
relocating, moving,
travel
Theft, betrayal,
dishonesty,
running away,
divorce, an affair
Self-imposed
restrictions,
isolation,
imprisonment

Victory, award,
recognition, good
news, being the
boss
Self-defense,
protect against
competition, solo
projects
Speed, action,
quick changes,
news arrives, air
travel

Wishes come true,
material
abundance, good
health
Marriage with
children, family
reunions, total love
and support

Luxury,
self-sufficiency,
financial gain,
solo pleasures
Leaving a legacy,
building assets,
retirement, an
inheritance

A studious kid, a
new love,
volunteer work,
birth of a child
A “Prince/ss
Charming,”
a romantic
proposal
A nurturing
person, healing,
support, help
when you need it
A great parent,
tolerance,
empathy,
understanding

A patient kid, a
new job or raise,
family or money
news
A reliable person,
patience, hard
work, travel by
land, job offer
A resourceful
person, fertility,
domestic skills

Nightmares,
Keeping & mainAddiction, greed,
anxiety, grief,
taining boundaries, Balance, harmony,
self-control,
envy, materialism,
hospital/rehab
a test of courage
compulsion
moderation
stays, depression
and persistance
Complete and
Stress, exhaustion,
painful ending,
too many
16 - THETOWER
17 - THESTAR
rock bottom, back
responsibilities,
Renewal, hope,
Unwanted
change,
problems or pain
ask for help
inner clarity,
ruin, disgrace,
miracles
upheaval
A curious kid,
An active kid, a
gossip, spies,
new career or idea,
prying eyes, telling
a student, a new
18 - THEMOON
19 - THESUN
the truth
project
Unseen problems,
Material
A fast-thinking
A lusty & freevoluntary changes
happiness, a
person, a soldier,
spirited person,
joyous outcome
a change in
passion, creativity,
lifestyle, travel
travel
A self-sufficient
A feisty person,
20 - JUDGMENT
21 - THEWORLD
person, logic,total
confidence,
Clarity, a final
Completing a goal
honesty, self-rule
mastery,
decision, a wakeor life lesson,
self-assurance
up call, your
travel, emigration
An intentional and A bold leader, the
purpose
powerful leader,
“top dog,” power,
quick-action,
courage, charm
♥
strategic thought
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6 - THELOVERS

Partnership, deep
love, balance of
two together

SIX

ACE
TWO

SWORDS
air - intellect

THREE

PENTACLES
earth - physical

FOUR

CUPS
water- emotional

0 - THEFOOL

Fresh hope, take
chances, new
beginnings, travel

A solid and
practical person,
material success,
wise use of assets

Cause and effect,
win-win solutions,
the truth comes
out

Good fortune,
a turning point,
gambling
12 - THEHANGED
MAN

13 - DEATH

Wisdom, selfsacrifice, get a
unique perspective

Big changes,
endings, rebirth,
let go and move
on

14 - TEMPERANCE

15 - THEDEVIL
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I ♥ 80s TAROT (REVERSED)
PENTACLES
earth - physical
Greed, going into
debt, stressing
about money

TWO

Breakup,
separation,
disinterest,
arguments

Inability to commit,
struggling,
overwhelmed

Gossip, an affair,
too much partying,
no support

Office politics, no
teamwork, sloppy
craftsmanship

A new outlook or
direction, a missed
opportunity

Bankruptcy,
poverty mindset,
being vulnerable

Restlessness,
anxiety, ready for
action, burnout

Leaving home,
moving out, a
surprise party,
arguments

Moving on,
forgiveness, hope
returns, recovery
time
Living in the past,
naivety,
unrealistic
expectations
Clarity, the illusion
ends, restored
sense

A new job or
home, hope
returns, recovery

Afair, fight, peace
after trouble,
getting caught

Harmony,
problems resolved,
success

SWORDS
air - intellect
Stress, mental
blocks, poor
judgment,
dishonesty
Confusion,
indecision, info
overload,
a compromise

EIGHT

Greed, weightgain,
laziness, too much
dissatisfaction

Workaholism,
jealousy,
envy,
financial setbacks

Rest, recovery,
healing, relief,
extreme torment

Family trouble,
empty nest,
broken marriage

Foreclosure, family
conflicts, loneliness,
financial failure

A new start,
recovery,
forgiveness

QUEEN KNIGHT

PAGE

NINE

Debt, one-sided
Unable to move
Retreat after
charity,
on, stagnancy,
failure, giving up,
selfishness,
travel issues
lack of confidence
struggling
Giving up too
Punishment,
Weak boundaries,
soon, laziness,
getting caught,
plans stalling out,
work with no
trying to make
giving up
reward
things right
Perfectionism,
Release, new hope, Frustrations, travel
repair work, lack of escape, liberation, issues, problems
focus or ambition
freedom
ahead, delays

Someone returns
home, fully
learning from the
past

KING

WANDS
fire – creativity
Rejection,false
starts, delays,
impotence,
brutality
Plans fall apart,
thinking small,
travel problems

Apologies,
Delays, lack of
recovery after loss, foresight, setbacks,
physical healing
plans failing

TEN

SEVEN

SIX

FIVE

FOUR

ACE

CUPS
water- emotional
Being let down,
feeling depressed
and disappointed

THREE

Meanings courtesy of TheSimpleTarot.com

Isolation ends,
paranoia, have
faith,
defensiveness
Taking a break,
lightening up,
finally saying no,
freedom

A bored kid,
A bratty kid,
A trouble-making
A weak kid, bad
struggling at
immaturity,
kid, problems with news, legal or tax
school,
a breakup,
school, bad advice
issues
immaturity
codependence
A moody jerkface,
A stubborn
A violent person,
A chaotic person,
unrealistic
person, laziness,
deliberate
sexual excess,
romantic hopes,
unemployment,
cruelty, being out impulsive behavior
abuse
immaturity
of control
A smothering
A greedy person, A cold person, rigid
A dull person,
person, insecurity,
envy, financial
logic, dishonesty,
apathy, cold or
addiction
dependence
no compassion
angry energy,
aggression
A corrupt person,
A bully, sexual
An abusive person, A jealous person,
a “con man,”
problems, being
emotional
no follow-through,
bribery, abuse,
not-yet-ready,
manipulation
stubbornness
dirty politics
weakness

0 - THEFOOL

1 - THEMAGICIAN

Carelessness,
apathy, being
unprepared,
absence

Scattered energy,
wasting resources

2 - THEHIGH
PRIESTESS

3 - THEEMPRESS

Clouded insight,
blocked intuition
4 - THEEMPEROR

Immaturity,
problems with
power, a big ego

Dependence on
others, fertility
issues
5 - THE
HIEROPHANT

Originality,
problems with
authority

6 - THELOVERS

7 - THECHARIOT

Breakup, divorce,
arguments,
discord, regrets

Giving up, losing
direction, travel
issues

8 - STRENGTH

9 - THEHERMIT

Abuses of power,
disgrace, fear,
discord

Loneliness,
repeating past
mistakes

10 - WHEELOF
FORTUNE

11 - JUSTICE

Bad luck, stuck in
a rut, things out of
control
12 - THEHANGED
MAN

Selfishness, feeling
like a victim,
traitors

Dishonesty,
unfairness, bigotry,
legal problems
13 - DEATH

Stagnation, inertia,
hope destroyed,
feeling stuck

14 - TEMPERANCE

15 - THEDEVIL

Disruptive energy,
chaos, excess

Recovery, leaving
an abusive
situation

16 - THETOWER

17 - THESTAR

Oppression,
disaster averted,
fear of change

Depression, illness,
arrogance,
impotence

18 - THEMOON

19 - THESUN

Clarity, the truth is
revealed, a
message in your
dreams

Delayed
gratification
, temporary
depression

20 - JUDGMENT

21 - THEWORLD

Denial, an error
in judgment,
weakness

Permanence,
unfinished lessons,
travel issues
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